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In this paper a numerical study comparing the impingement behaviour of a hollow droplet and an analogous
continuous droplet onto a substrate is presented. In the impingement model the transient flow dynamics
during impact, spreading and solidification of the droplet are considered. The results of droplet spreading
and solidification indicate that the impact process of the hollow droplet on the substrate is distinctly different
from an analogous continuous droplet. The hollow droplet results in counter liquid jetting during the impact
process, larger solidification time for the splat, smaller and thicker splat as compared to the analogous con-
tinuous droplet.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The quality of the coating in the thermal spraying process is directly
affected by the droplet impingement process on the substrate in which
individual splats are formed. The heat transfer between the impinging
droplet and the substrate controls the rate of cooling and solidification
that plays a vital role in the splat formation. Many works [1–6] are
being devoted to the modelling and simulation of the droplet impact
process; theseworks have improved theunderstanding of droplet defor-
mation, spreading, solidification and adhesion with the surfaces. Valida-
tion of thesemodels has substantiated their ability to successfully predict
the droplet spreading behaviour after impact with the substrate [1,3,5]
with the correct number of fingers surrounding a three dimensional
splat [4]. The theoretical and experimental studies of droplet impinge-
ment [1–6], however, assume that the droplets are continuous without
any voids inside. The impingement of hollow droplet onto surfaces is
not well addressed and hence the current understanding of the impact
behaviour of hollow particles in thermal spraying is very limited.

Hollow and porous particles can be obtained by spray dried agglom-
erates [7–10]. These porous powder particles during their in-flight mo-
tion in the thermal plasma jet form hollow liquid droplets prior to
their impact with the surface [8,11]. The limited studies reported in
this field [7,8,12] suggest that the resulting coating from hollow melt
droplets opens up new prospects for improved coating characteristics
(e.g., controlled coating porosity). By controlling the coating porosity
thermal insulation properties of the coatings can be enhanced [12–14],
which will have potential applications in turbine blade, engine compo-
nent coatings. Furthermore, in spraying of hollow particles, it can be
expected that the shell material in such particles undergoes complete
: +44 23 80 593058.
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melting, with the temperature being quite uniform across the particle
[8]. Apart from influencing the droplet impact behaviour onto the sub-
strate, the voids within the powder particles can influence the particle
in-flight behaviours in the thermal spray coating process such as, particle
acceleration, melting and oxidation [9].

In this article we study the impact process of a hollow droplet onto
a flat surface. The results for hollow droplet spreading, solidification
and formation of splat are compared with those of an analogous con-
ventional continuous droplet.

2. Numerical simulation

We consider the problem of the impact of a single spherical hollow
ZrO2 droplet such that immediately prior to droplet–surface collision,
the droplet consists of a liquid shell enclosing a gas (air) cavity. Amolten
ZrO2 hollow spherical droplet at an initial uniform temperature of
2970 K (outer diameter D0=50 μm and void diameter d0=25 μm)
impinges with a velocity U0 (100 m/s) onto a flat substrate kept at an
initial temperature of 300 K. Table 1 shows the material properties
data [15,16]. A two-dimensional axisymmetric formulation (Fig. 1),
based on a previously validated model of a continuous dense droplet
[3], is considered. In the impingement model transient flow dynamics
during impact, spreading and solidification are considered using the vol-
ume of fluid surface trackingmethod (VOF) coupledwith a solidification
model within a one-domain continuum approach based on the classical
mixture theory [3,17]. The governing conservation equations are given
in Table 2.

2.1. Free surface modelling

The VOF model is used to track the interface between the droplet
and the air considering these two as immiscible fluids by solving a
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Table 1
Material properties data.

Impinging droplet material Zirconia (ZrO2)
Substrate material Stainless steel (SS)
Gas phase (the void and the droplet surrounding
medium)

Air (air)

Droplet initial temperature 2970 K
Substrate initial temperature 652 K
Solidus temperature (ZrO2) [16] 2949 K
Liquidus temperature (ZrO2) [16] 2951 K
Thermal conductivity (liquid ZrO2) [16] 2.00 W·m−1/K
Thermal conductivity (solid ZrO2) [16] 2.32 W·m−1/K
Thermal conductivity (SS) 14.9 W·m−1/K
Thermal conductivity (air) 0.0242 W·m−1/K
Density (liquid ZrO2) 5700 kg/m3

Density (solid ZrO2) [16] 5890 kg/m3

Density (SS) 7900 kg/m3

Density (air) 1.225 kg/m3

Droplet surface tension [15] 0.43 N/m
Contact angle [15] 90°
Viscosity (liquid ZrO2) [15] 0.021 kg·m−1/s
Viscosity (air) 1.7894×10−5 kg·m−1/s
Specific heat capacity (solid and liquid ZrO2) [15] 713 J·kg−1/K
Specific heat capacity (SS) 477 J·kg−1/K
Specific heat capacity (air) 1006.43 J·kg−1/K1

Latent heat of fusion [16] 7.07×105J/kg
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single set of momentum equations. This method tracks the volume
fraction of each of the fluids throughout the computational domain.
Accordingly, the governing equations are being solved in both air and
molten droplet domains. The volume of fraction of fluid in a control
volume (F) has a range of zero to unity; the cells having F values be-
tween zero and one represent the air–molten droplet interface, F=0 in-
dicates that the cell contains only air, and F=1 corresponds to a cell full
of droplet material. The volume of fraction function F is advected using
the continuum mixture velocity field as given by the VOF equation
(Eq. (1)).

2.2. Momentum and heat transport modelling

As we consider different densities of the solid and the liquid phases,
fl and gl will be different and they are related by the relation given in
Eq. (2). The value of fl is evaluated from the local temperature based
on the solution of the energy conservation Eq. (6). In the present
model shrinkage will take place because of different solid and liquid
phase densities and the flow due to the contraction is compensated by
air. The pressure outlet boundary condition considered at the outer
part of the computational domain will facilitate this. For computational
cells which are undergoing phase change, the solid–liquid interaction in
D0 = 50 m, d0 = 25 m
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the axisy
themomentum conservation Eq. (4) is evaluated using Darcy's model of
viscous flow through a porous medium [3,17] using the source term Su.
This term is active only for cells filled with molten droplet and vanishes
at the free surface and in the air phase. The parameter C in this term is a
constant (assumed150,000 [3]) that accounts for the solidification phase
morphology. The continuum surface tension force Fvol in Eq. (4) is calcu-
lated by the method described in [18]. The momentum and the energy
conservation equations are coupled. The source term Sh appearing in
the energy conservation Eq. (6) is active only for the computational
cells filled withmolten droplet (F=1). In the substrate only the conduc-
tion heat transfer is solved (Eq. (9)). For the substrate thermal contact
resistance a constant value of 1.8×10−6 m2 K W−1, corresponding to
a stainless steel substrate roughness of 0.06 μm, is used [3]. The field of
hollow droplet impact is new, and thermal contact resistance of hollow
droplets are not well known, therefore, to begin with we used the
same thermal contact resistance for the continuous and the hollowdrop-
lets. This enables us to clearly distinguish the influence of other parame-
ters in the simulations.

The initial conditions for the physical system are: at t=0, droplet
temperature (void and shell) Td=2970 K, F=1 in the droplet shell,
F=0 in the droplet void; droplet impact velocity=100 m/s (vertically
downward); u=v=F=0, Tair=300 K in the air domain, Tsubs=
300 K. The void in the hollow droplet is of the same gas (i.e., air)
which surrounds the droplet. The thermal boundary condition at the
side and bottom of the substrate is a fixed temperature of 300 K, and
other boundary conditions for the problem are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Impact behaviour

The dynamic impingement process of the hollow droplet is shown in
Fig. 2. The result for the spreading of an analogous continuous droplet
(same mass) is also displayed. During the impact process the hollow
droplet undergoes deformation of the droplet shell and of the voidwith-
in the droplet (0.2 μs), stretching of the void cavity and thinning of the
droplet shell (0.4 μs) followed by rupture of the shell (0.8 μs). At the
first stage of the impact process the lower hemispherical shell comes
into contact with the substrate surface, and progressively deforms and
spreads along the substrate. At the same time, the upper hemispherical
shell proceeds with the motion with initial velocity. At the second stage
stretching of the void cavity and thinning of the droplet shell take
place. At the third stage rupture occurs at the periphery of the upper
hemisphere. Between first and third stages a central counter jet of liquid
formswhichmoves upward (0.4 μs onwards). This counter liquid jetting
phenomenon captured is similar to that observed in the experimental
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Table 2
Governing conservation equations.

VOF equation:

∂F
∂t þ∇⋅ u→F ¼ 0

Mixture quantities definitions for a cell in the mushy state:

gl þ gs ¼ 1; f l þ f s ¼ 1; f l ¼
glρl

ρd
; ρd ¼ glρl þ 1−glð Þρs

ρ ¼ Fρd þ 1−Fð Þρair ; ceff ¼ Fcd þ 1−Fð Þcair
keff ¼ Fkd þ 1−Fð Þkair with kd ¼ glkl þ 1−glð Þks; μ ¼ Fμd þ 1−Fð Þμair

Continuity:

∂
∂t ρð Þ þ∇⋅ ρ u

→
� �

¼ 0

Momentum conservation;

∂
∂t ρ u

→
� �

þ∇ ρ u
→

u
→

� �
¼ −∇pþ∇ μ ∇ u

→ þ∇u
→T� i

þ ρ g
→ þ Fvol−μair

h

S u
→¼ C

1−glð Þ2
g3l

" #
u
→
F ¼ 10Fb1

(

Energy conservation:

∂
∂t ρceff T

� �
þ∇⋅ ρ u

→
ceff T

� �
¼ ∇⋅ keff∇T

� �
þ Sh

Sh ¼ −L
∂
∂t ρf lð Þ þ∇: ρ u

→
f l

� �� �
F ¼ 1

0 Fb1

8<
:

f l ¼ 0 if T≤Tsolidus
f l ¼ 1 if iT≥Tliquidus

f l ¼
T−Tsolidus

T−Tliquidus
if iTsolidusbTbTliquidus

Substrate heat transfer:

∂
∂t ρsubscsubs

subsTÞ ¼ ∇⋅ ksubs∇Tð Þ
�

where,

c Specific heat capacity
C Constant related to Darcy source term
D0 Initial droplet diameter
d0 Initial void diameter
fl Weight fraction of liquid
fs Weight fraction of solid
F Volume of fluid function
Fvol Continuum surface tension force
g
→

Acceleration due to gravity vector
gl Volume fraction of liquid
gs Volume fraction of solid
k Thermal conductivity
L Latent heat of fusion
T Time
T Temperature
U0 Initial droplet impact velocity
u
→

Continuum velocity vector
Greek symbols
Μ Dynamic viscosity
Ρ Density
Subscript
D Droplet
Subs Substrate
Air Air
Eff Effective
L Liquid
0 Initial
s Solid
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[11] andnumerical [19] studies reporting on the impact of a hollowdrop-
let of glycerin. The upward moving counter liquid jet finally breaks off
from the lower part (10 μs) and keeps moving in an upward direction.
In our simulations with a high-velocity droplet impact (100 m/s), the
velocity of the counter jet is also high (~20–30 m/s). We believe that
the breaking off phenomenon is due to high velocity in the upwardmov-
ing counter jet. Subsequently the detached part starts to fall upon the
splat (20 μs) and finally solidifies (35 μs). In our simulations the volume
of the upward jet is about 12% of the initial droplet volume. From this
about half of the counter jet breaks off and accordingly the disintegrated
mass is overall 6% of the initial droplet mass. The present case that does
not consider any mass loss of the detached volume can then predict the
upper limit of the deposition efficiency. Thiswill be useful for the optimi-
sation of the hollow droplet thermal spray coating process. The droplet
reaches its maximum spread at 3 μs (this will be shown in Fig. 5). After
this surface tension pulls the edges of the droplet inwards and the
spreading stabilizes from 25 μs when the droplet mainly solidifies.

The impact sequence of an analogous continuous droplet is shown in
the right side of Fig. 2. Based on a spherical shape for the droplet the
0 s

0.2 s

0.4 s

0.8 s

1.2 s

5 s

10 s

20 s

35 s

Fig. 2. Snapshots of droplet spreading on the substrate for hollow (left) and analogous
continuous (right) droplet.
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Fig. 3. Velocity (left) and gauge pressure (right) distribution in the hollow droplet. The red colour velocity vectors are in the air (surrounding and void cavity) and the blue colour
vectors are in the droplet. The pressure maps (right) also show the superimposed contour of the droplet fraction=1.
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diameter of the analogous continuous droplet (same mass as that of the
hollow droplet) is 0.956⋅D0 . The other impact conditions are the same
as that of the hollow droplet. The continuous dense droplet spreads ra-
dially along the substrate surface after impact. It was noticed that the
droplet reaches itsmaximum spread at 3 μswhichwill be shown subse-
quently in Fig. 5. After this surface tension pulls the edges of the droplet
inwards and the spreading stabilizes from 9 μs when the dropletmainly
solidifies. A detailed discussion of this typical spreading behaviour for a
continuous droplet can be found in [1–5] and hence this discussion is
not repeated here. From this result the distinct impact behaviour for
the case of the hollow droplet can be noticed, specifically, the phenom-
enon of counter jetting, a smaller and thicker final splat. The continuous
dense droplet causes break-up in the splat. On the other hand, hollow
droplet results in a continuous splat. In this way the hollow droplet
forms a more uniform splat than the continuous droplet. The term ‘uni-
form splat’ is mentioned in the sense when there is no break-up in the
splat and the thickness of the splat is quite uniform.

In order to understand the formation of central counter jetting the
velocity and the pressure distributions in the hollow droplet are shown
in Fig. 3. At 0.4 μs the internal pressure in the void portion of the hollow
droplet is estimated to be three times lower than that in the dense drop-
let. This low pressure in the internal region of the hollow droplet, due to
lack of the impingingmass, generates a steep pressure gradient from the
periphery to the centre of the droplet. This causes theflow of liquid from
the periphery to the centre, creating a counter jet. We can see that at
0.4 μs when the droplet shell is about to rupture, the flow from the
upper hemispherical shell (location ‘A’) follows the spreading path.
However, there is also a backward vortex from the shell–surface contact
location ‘B’ towards the centre of the droplet. This backward flow is
caused by a pressure build up at location ‘B’ (at 0.4 μs). At a subsequent
time the pressure build up location shifts towards the centre of the drop-
let (at 1.2 μs) and the backward vortex generated earlier creates an up-
ward flow at the centre of the droplet. From the shell–substrate contact
location ‘B’ a part of the liquid flows towards the centre, that generates a
radially converging liquid stream. This creates the central counter jet.
Liquid is continuously supplied to the counter jet from the shell, and
the thickness of the shell continuously decreases which finally ruptures
(at 0.8 μs). Meanwhile, the radial converging flow in the central counter
jet that is directed along the outer normal to the substrate creates an
upward movement of the counter jet. It was estimated that the maxi-
mumvalues of theflowvelocity in the spreading path along the substrate
and in the counter jet are respectively 75 m/s and 20 m/s at 0.4 μs, and
25 m/s and 25 m/s at 1.2 μs. The flow velocity in the counter jet stabilizes
after this time. The flow velocity in the spreading path decreases sharply
with time, which slows down the droplet spreading along the substrate.

3.2. Solidification behaviour

The snapshots of droplet solidification for the hollow and the analo-
gous continuous droplet are shown in Fig. 4. For the continuous droplet
a thin solidification layer is developed at the substrate surface at 0.4 μs.
The solidification layer increases in size (height and diameter) as the
droplet spreads (0.8 μs). The solidification at the edge causes the start
of the break up in the spreading dropletmaterial at the edge. This creates
a break up in the splat (1.2 μs). After this the flow due to surface tension
at the edges pulls the edges of the droplet inwards which decreases the
diameter of the splat [1–5]. The droplet solidifies fully at 10 μs having a
discontinuous splat (i.e., break up in the splat). For the hollow droplet a
similar behaviour of the solidifying zone is observed except for the fact
that the part of the droplet in fully liquid state is relatively much larger
because of the upward motion of the counter liquid jet and its breaking
off from the bottom splat. This causes the detached part to remain not
in contact with the bottom splat for a long time. This reduces the heat
extraction from the detached part, and accordingly the final solidification
time for the hollow droplet is much larger (35 μs) than the continuous
droplet (10 μs). As we noticed earlier for the hollow droplet the flow
velocity in the spreading path along the substrate decreases sharply
with time (from 75 m/s to 25 m/s between 0.4 μs and 1.2 μs). However,
for the continuous dense droplet between these times the decrease in the
flow velocity in the spreading path along the substrate is not that large
(from 75 m/s to 45 m/s), which in turn, leads to a faster spreading with
the continuous droplet. This along with solidification at the edge in the
case of the continuous droplet causes break up in the spreading droplet
material, and finally forms a discontinuous splat (break up in the splat).
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of droplet solidification for hollow (left) and analogous continuous droplets (right). Only the axisymmetric half of the droplet is shown. The black colour shows the
zone with a liquid fraction lower than one (mushy or fully solid) and the grey colour shows a fully liquid zone. The boundary of the grey colour is the droplet–air interface.
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In the present case of high impact velocity the initial impact and
splashing is controlled by the inertia of the hollow droplet.We estimated
that in our simulations the flattening splashing in the dense droplet was
due to solidification. For other cases, for example for lower impact veloc-
ity, the splashing could also be caused by inherent instability of a thin liq-
uid film and/or by the interaction with the surrounding air [6]. In the
simulations the substrate is at room temperature, which can enhance
the solidification at the edge and cause break up in the splat [20]. Sub-
strates at some preheated temperature can suppress this break up in
the splat [20]. In the case of the hollow droplet slower spreading along
the substrate is observed which does not cause any break up in the
spreading droplet material. Further, a large central counter liquid jet
forms with the hollow droplet which slowly falls and moves smoothly
with a much lower velocity upon a solidified splat (20 μs). These factors
lead to a smaller and continuous final splat in the case of the hollow
droplet.

Fig. 5 displays a quantitative comparison of the transient spread
factor for the hollow and the analogous continuous droplet. The spread
factor is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous splat diameter to the
initial droplet diameter. It can be noticed that the hollow droplet results
in a much smaller splat diameter compared to the continuous droplet
(45% smaller). Previously also, it was experimentally demonstrated
that the dimensionless diameter of the ZrO2 splat, under otherwise
equivalent conditions, is significantly smaller for a hollow particle than
for the dense one [8].
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4. Conclusion

The hollow droplet shows some distinct features compared to the
analogous continuous droplet during the impact, its subsequent spread-
ing and formation of the splat on the substrate. The void in the droplet
causes a phenomenonof counter liquid jetting during the impact process,
similar to that reported in the experiment [11]. The hollow droplet re-
sults in a large central splash, a smaller final splat diameter, a thicker
and more uniform splat as compared to the analogous continuous drop-
let. The solidification time for the splat formedwith hollowdroplet is also
relatively large. In our results, in contrast to a continuous droplet, a hol-
low droplet does not cause any break up in the spreading droplet mate-
rial and forms a continuous splat. This work, demonstrating our first
results for the behaviour of the hollow droplet impact, is a starting step
to understand the less known behaviour of hollow particles in thermal
spray coating formation. In future work we will address the influence
of substrate characteristics such as, roughness, wetting, and droplet char-
acteristics such as, velocity, temperature on the impact behaviour and
subsequent splat formation with the hollow droplets.
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